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Abstract
Neurofeedback has proved to be useful in many instances. This technique is of-
ten used to address both medical issues and performance improvement. Despite the
wide range of applications, no consensus has been reached about the optimal training
schedule.
In this work, a practical experiment was conducted aiming to compare the effects of
intensive and sparse training modalities of enhancement of the individual upper alpha
band at Fz, for working memory improvement, in 19 healthy subjects. The INTEN-
SIVE group was submitted to 4 sessions of 37.5 minutes each, during consecutive days,
while the SPARSE group performed 15 sessions of 25 minutes along approximately 2
months.
The intensive modality proved to be significantly more effective in increasing the
target frequency at Fz within session. However, no significant differences were found
across sessions neither regarding cognitive improvements. The distinction between
learners and non-learners led to significant results for the two groups across sessions,
but only the learners of the INTENSIVE group show significant changes within ses-
sion. Besides, for this subsample the effects in the INTENSIVE group are significantly
stronger both within and across sessions.
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The results suggest that longer sessions with shorter trials and more breaks could be
advantageous when training healthy subjects. Although further investigation is needed
to establish if one modality outperforms the other, better outcomes might be obtained
if each session consists in many short trials (in this case 30 seconds) and is performed
on consecutive days.
Keywords:
Neurofeedback, Training intensity, Individual upper alpha band, Working memory,
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1 Introduction
Neurofeedback (NF) relies on the voluntary modulation of brain activity: brain signals are
extracted and evaluated in real time, and presented back to the individual in the form of an
auditory or visual feedback (Kober et al., 2017). Since it does not depend on an external
electrical or magnetic stimulus, it is expected to act without causing brain dependency (Niv,
2013). Therefore, it reveals a great potential, as a complementary or alternative therapy, to
deal with medical conditions when the conventional treatments are not successful or induce
negative side effects (MTA Cooperative Group, 2004; Arnold et al., 2013). For instance,
NF has been used to target attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (Meisel et al., 2013;
Mayer et al., 2016; Strehl et al., 2017), which is widely treated with stimulant medication
(Strehl et al., 2006b) that may cause problems such as growth suppression, impaired sleep
and irritability (National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health (London), 2009; MTA
Cooperative Group, 2004). Another example is the current pharmacological treatment for
schizophrenia which is considered insufficient and may cause the limitation and deterioration
of functions when used for a long period (Nan et al., 2017). As a consequence, new treatment
options are being pursued, and NF has already shown positive behavioural outcomes when
applied to this condition (Bolea, 2010; Nan et al., 2017).
In addition to clinical applications, in recent years, research has spread to non-medical
fields and newer protocols have been applied (Gruzelier, 2014; Mirifar et al., 2017). However,
despite the increasing widespread use of this technique, some aspects of NF methodology,
such as the number of frequency bands, feedback modality, number of electrodes and training
intensity are not standardized (Rogala et al., 2016). Training intensity comprehends aspects
such as the number of sessions, the duration of the subdivisions within one session and the
spread of the training over time. For the same application, very different training intensity
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parameters have been used. For instance, for schizophrenia, one protocol consisting in a total
of 13.5 hours within four consecutive days (Nan et al., 2017) and also another one composed
of a total of 130 sessions of 1 hour twice per week, during 18 months, (Bolea, 2010) revealed
positive results at the electrophysiological and behavioural levels. Although this example
needs an adequate context since it refers to a complex pathology, it illustrates that in some
cases much time and resources could be saved, as results could probably be achieved in a
more efficient way, increasing also the motivation of the subjects.
Furthermore, several authors attribute poor or unexpected results to insufficient training
time (Dias and van Deusen, 2011; Lecomte and Juhel, 2011; Nan et al., 2012). Also, when
making a distinction between learners and non-learners, it might even be the case that some
individuals considered as non-learners, i.e. that do not respond to the protocol as expected,
simply needed more sessions to consolidate results (Wang et al., 2016). Therefore, a deeper
knowledge of training intensity would also allow for a more reliable evaluation of the results,
by controlling the impact of choices regarding this matter.
In this work, an experiment was performed with healthy subjects to test if contrasting
training modalities (distinct with respect to the number of sessions, frequency and duration
of each session) produce significant differences. These are quantified regarding electrophys-
iological changes at the cortical level and performance during a target task. The training
aims to increase the individual upper alpha amplitude and, consequently, improve working
memory. As there is no optimal protocol regarding intensity, this investigates if the learning
process may occur within a short period. This is expected to be more easily accepted by
participants as it is lighter and takes less effort regarding scheduling.
To our knowledge, this is the first study that directly compares the effects of two distinct
NF training intensity modalities. Although the option of studying several variables (number
of sessions, frequency and duration of each session) at the same time may prevent the isolation
of a single effect, it allows a preliminary investigation of the impact of distinct intensity
factors. The examination of only one intensity parameter would rely on the assumption of a
fixed model, dependent on a specific variable, and would reduce the chances of finding any
effects, as there are many possible sources of impact on training. Accordingly, we selected
two protocols as distinct as possible which would still be feasible in terms of total duration
and availability of the participants.
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2 Methods
2.1 Participants
A total of 19 healthy subjects participated in this study. Participants were allocated to
two different groups: INTENSIVE (n = 9) and SPARSE (n = 10). It was not possible to
randomly assign participants to their group: since the training load differed significantly
between groups, time constraints had to be taken into account and thus the choice was
made according to the participants’ requirements. There was one drop-out in the SPARSE
group after 4 sessions, due to incompatibilities with personal schedule. Considering the final
sample, the INTENSIVE group consisted in 2 males and 7 females (age: 23.44± 2.41 range:
22-30) while the SPARSE group consisted in 6 males and 3 females (age: 27.67 ± 9.81,
range: 22-46). The Wilcoxon rank sum test showed no significant difference between groups
regarding age (U = 38.5, p = 0.857).
This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations and guidelines of the
Ethics Committee of the CHLN and CAML with written informed consent from all subjects.
All subjects gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
The protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the CHLN and CAML. Participants
were all volunteers and no monetary reward was given for their cooperation with this study.
2.2 Design
The differences between INTENSIVE and SPARSE groups rely only on training intensity.
INTENSIVE group performed 4 sessions, of approximately 2 hours each, in 4 consecutive
days while SPARSE group performed 15 sessions, around 1h30 each, spread along approx-
imately 8 weeks, with 2-4 sessions per week. A follow-up assessment was carried approxi-
mately one month after they completed the training. Both groups were submitted to NF
training (upregulation of the UA band with feedback), transfer trials (upregulation of upper
alpha (UA) without feedback) and cognitive tests (tests to assess working memory perfor-
mance). Resting baselines were preceded by a 2-minute relaxed state and assessed both Eyes
Open (EO) and Eyes Closed (EC) conditions, with recording of two alternating epochs of
1 minute for each, both at the beginning and at the end of each session. A questionnaire
to assess general health state was answered in the first session (before training) and in the
follow-up assessment. In every session, participants were also asked to fill a questionnaire in
which they rated several parameters referring to their mental state during the session.
Diagrams illustrating the training workflow for the INTENSIVE and SPARSE groups
are represented in Figure 1, top and bottom, respectively. Although the cognitive tests were
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performed at the beginning or at the end of one session, they are represented outside the
respective session. This is done to facilitate the understanding of the schematics, since these
evaluations were not part of every session.
Participants in the INTENSIVE group underwent sessions with 5 sets of 3 blocks each.
The blocks were composed by 5 trials of 30 seconds, with 5-seconds intervals between them.
Transfer trials were introduced from session 2 to 4, during which no feedback was provided.
A transfer trial for adaptation, with a duration of 30 seconds, was introduced at the end of
the 3rd set of blocks in the 2nd session. The following transfer periods consisted in two trials
of 30 seconds and were performed after the 5th set of the 2nd session, after the 3rd and 4th
sets of the 3rd session and after the 3rd and 4th sets of the 4th session. The total NF time in
each session was 37.5 minutes (not taking into account transfer trials and intervals between
trials). Cognitive tests were performed after the pre-training baselines in the first session and
after the post-training baselines in the last session. The follow-up assessment was similar to
the first training session, with the exception that the training period consisted in a single
training block, followed by a 30-second transfer trial. Figure 2 (Top) illustrates the plan
for each session of the INTENSIVE group. Again, in order to facilitate the representation,
intermittent assessments are not included in the schematic, which in this case correspond to
the transfer trials, whose temporal organization within training varies among sessions.
Participants in the SPARSE group underwent sessions with a single set of 5 blocks. Each
block consisted in 5 trials of 60 seconds each, with 5 seconds of interval between them.
Transfer trials were introduced only in the 11th session and lasted until the last session.
In every session, after the 5th NF training block, a transfer block was performed, with 2
transfer trials of 1 minute separated by 5 seconds of interval. Cognitive tests were performed
after the pre-training baselines in the first session and after the post-training baselines in
the 5th, 10th and 15th sessions. As in the INTENSIVE group, the follow-up assessment also
resembled the first session, differing only in the existence of a single training block which
was followed by a 1-minute transfer trial. Figure 2 (Bottom) illustrates the plan for each
session of the SPARSE group, transfer trials are also not included.
2.3 Signal acquisition
The acquisitions were carried out using Somnium software (Rodrigues et al., 2010), in a
room provided by the Evolutionary Systems and Biomedical Engineering Lab (LaSEEB),
a research lab of Institute for Systems and Robotics (ISR), at Instituto Superior Te´cnico
(IST), University of Lisbon. Electrodes were placed according to the International 10-20
System, using the left and right mastoids as references for common mode rejection and the
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middle of the forehead as ground. Relevant signal was recorded, with a sampling frequency
of 250 Hz, from 20 electrodes: Fz, Fp1, F7, F3, T3, C3, T5, P3, O1, Cz, Pz, Oz, Fp2,
F8, F4, T4, C4, T6, P4 and O2, and amplified by the EEG amplifier Vertex 823 (produced
by Meditron Electromedicina Ltda, Sa˜o Paulo, Brazil), with an analogical band-pass filter
between 0.1 and 70 Hz. The impedance was measured during the process, guaranteeing that
all electrodes had an impedance below 10 kΩ. Subjects were asked to remain as still as
possible and also to avoid excessive blinking and abrupt movements.
2.4 Protocol
Although the main focus of the present work is the study of training intensity effects, it
also tries to evaluate the outcomes of distinct training intensity modalities regarding the
enhancement of working memory (so that healthy participants felt more engaged with the
tasks). For that purpose, training consisted in the enhancement of the individual upper alpha
band at Fz, as both the upper alpha band and the frontal area are associated with memory
functions (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1993). The evidence of a link between increased upper
alpha band activity and good working memory performance (Klimesch et al., 1999; Escolano
et al., 2011; Hsueh et al., 2016) lead to the decision of training individuals to increase the
activity in this band. The use of the Individual Alpha Band (IAB) was based on Klimesch
(1999) that invokes a large variability of the boundaries of this band among subjects to
justify the need for a personalized definition.
2.4.1 Individual upper alpha measurement
The first baseline measurements were used to define the IAB of each individual. The power
spectrum density is estimated using the Welch’s method (Welch, 1967), with an overlap of
10% and a segment length of 5 seconds, in Somnium. The crossings between EO and EC
spectra provide the frequency boundaries Lower Transition Frequency (LTF) and Higher
Transition Frequency (HTF). The UA band is defined as the frequency range between the
individual peak alpha frequency, which was considered to be equivalent to Individual Alpha
Frequency (IAF), and the HTF.
2.4.2 Neurofeedback training
Feedback
The EEG training platform integrated in the Somnium software was used to perform NF
training. The feedback is established according to the achievement of two goals and makes
use of two three-dimensional objects against a grey background, a sphere and a cube, that
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change according to previously defined settings and react to subject’s EEG in real-time
(Rodrigues et al., 2010). Goal 1 depends on the relation between the EEG measurement
that is being evaluated and a pre-defined threshold value. In this case, since the interest is to
enhance the upper alpha band, it is considered that Goal 1 is achieved every time that the
relative amplitude of this band is above the threshold. This makes the sphere change from
white to purple and increase in size and number of sides. Goal 2 is achieved everytime that
Goal 1 is sustained for more than 2 seconds, making the cube go up until Goal 2 is no longer
reached. Using X(k) to denote the frequency amplitude spectrum computed using the Fast
Fourier Transform with a sliding window of 2 seconds and shifts every 0.125 seconds, the
relative amplitude as presented in Wan et al. (2014) is given by:
Relative Amplitude =
Band Amplitude
EEG Amplitude
(1)
In this case, for the upper alpha relative amplitude:
UA Relative Amplitude =
∑HTF/∆f
k=IAF/∆f X(k)
HTF − IAF∑30/∆f
k=3.99/∆f X(k)
30− 3.99
(2)
The frequency resolution is represented by ∆f . The EEG amplitude is measured considering
the frequencies between 3.99 and 30 Hz (lower frequencies were discarded to mitigate the
effects of blinking). The baseline amplitude values were defined as described in the previous
subsection and maintained along the sessions for both groups, as we assume there should
not exist significant intra-variability.
All subjects started with a threshold value of 1, which was adjusted according to individ-
ual performance evaluated by the total amount of time during which Goal 1 was reached. If
the percentage of time during which the feedback parameter was above threshold exceeded
60%, the threshold was increased by 0.1. If this percentage was lower than 20%, the thresh-
old was decreased by 0.1. This was done in order to keep it challenging if the performance
is considered good and, if the opposite happened, to allow the subject to find the most
successful mental strategies without losing motivation along the process. The aim was to
maximize the effect of the feedback.
Training
Participants were informed about the existence of the two goals during NF training and told
to focus primarily on the sphere, trying to make it purple, and as round and big as possible.
They should use a single mental strategy per block, so that the effects of that strategy
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could be isolated in order to rate its effectiveness. During the first blocks, participants were
encouraged to try different strategies in order to understand which ones produced better
results and then repeat them afterwards. They were allowed to make short breaks between
blocks, if needed, while the practitioner defined the parameters for the following block and
wrote down the mental strategy that was used.
In the INTENSIVE group, between the sets of blocks there was a larger break that also
helped to check the average time spent above threshold and reset the NF threshold when
necessary. In the SPARSE group, threshold resetting only occurred at the end of each session.
Transfer trials were performed to assess the ability to control cortical activity without
feedback (Rockstroh et al., 1993; Siniatchkin et al., 2000).
Mental strategies
Although the participants were not encouraged to use any specific strategies, some exam-
ples were provided when they asked for them. Since they were allowed to choose the more
suitable strategies for them, the preferentially applied strategies varied a lot. The most suc-
cessful strategy of each session (to which corresponded the block with highest UA amplitude)
was collected for each individual. After gathering all the best strategies for every subject,
49 distinct strategies were found which were then grouped into six categories: “feedback”,
related with feedback display and the screen; “imagination”, for fantasizing with unreal
episodes; “memories”, for recalling past experiences; “mental”, when performing tasks that
involved mental effort; “motor”, for thinking about performing physical activities; “relax-
ation”, attempting to relax the body and mind (for example, with breathing exercises). For
both groups, “relaxation” was the preferred category (INTENSIVE: 38.89% and SPARSE:
34.07%). When counting the total number of different best strategies there was not a dis-
tinction between repeated use by the same participant or single use by several participants.
2.5 Measures
2.5.1 Working-memory performance
So that the effects of NF training in working memory performance could be analysed, allowing
also a comparison between the two training intensity modalities, different cognitive tests
were carried out: Digit Span (Forward and Backward) and N-Back (Numbers and Letters).
During the Digit Span test (To et al., 2016) participants had to recall several sequences,
with increasing length in each trial, from 3 to 13 digits. Subjects were asked to introduce
the digits in the order by which they appeared (forward digit span) and by the reverse order
(reverse digit span). When the test finished, two performance measures were provided: digit
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span, the maximum amount of digits of a single sequence that one was able to remember,
and the score, the percentage of correct correspondences between the real sequence and the
one introduced by the subject.
During N-Back test (Kirchner, 1958) the individuals were required to monitor a series
of numbers/letters and identify if the current one was the same that was presented n trials
before, with n = 3. Twenty-three trials were performed, which resulted in 20 answers. Each
digit was shown for a maximum of 3 seconds, during which the participant could answer,
and there was an interval of 2 seconds between trials.
2.5.2 Questionnaires
In other to keep record of how factors such as concentration, motivation, sleepiness and stress
affect training, a questionnaire to assess these factors was performed. For this purpose, a
rating scale was used to evaluate the frequency of the four mentioned states/sensations
during training: 1 - never, 2 - rarely, 3 - sometimes, 4 - frequently, 5 - always.
Furthermore, the 36-Item Short Form Survey (SF-36) questionnaire, which has been
validated for the Portuguese population, was performed to assess different domains of health
state and quality of life (Ferreira et al., 2012; Corporation, 2017). It was performed in order
to ensure that the participants did not have abnormal health conditions and at the same
time compare their health state before and after the NF training.
2.6 Data pre-processing and extraction
The pre-processing and extraction of information from the raw EEG was performed using
Somnium tools. It was necessary to remove some recorded periods which contained arti-
facts that would mislead the analysis. With the exception of eye movements, the artifact
removal was performed manually, for all baseline measurements of each participant. Indi-
vidual reports were transferred from Somnium to Excel files and extracted with MATLAB
software (version R2015b). The studied relative amplitudes correspond to the frequency
bands presented in Table 1.
2.7 Data treatment
The treatment of the data for this work, including the visualization of plots as well as statis-
tical analysis, was performed using the MATLAB software. The topographic distributions
were generated using Fieldtrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011), an open-source MATLAB toolbox.
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2.7.1 Evaluation of training performance
Since the participants had different baseline amplitude values and the electrode impedance
varied from session to session, as the only restriction imposed was that values were under 10
kΩ, relative amplitude values for each individual session were normalized. The normalization
was enforced through division by the corresponding pre-training baseline with EO. Therefore,
for simplification, normalized relative amplitudes will be hereafter referred as amplitudes
only.
There is not a standard approach for the evaluation of training performance. Several
authors relied on clusters of sessions or representative sessions, such as the first and the
last, to extract conclusions about training effectiveness (Strehl et al., 2006a; Leins et al.,
2007; Staufenbiel et al., 2014; Hsueh et al., 2016). On the other hand, others use measures
that consider the progress along the whole training (Escolano et al., 2011; Nan et al., 2012).
In this case, in order to evaluate the evolution of the amplitude of frequency bands along
time, both within session and across sessions, distinct indexes were used to capture different
aspects. We derived two types of measures, one that explores the overall trend and another
to take into account the small variations that may occur. For S sessions and B blocks,
denoting the i− th session by si and the j − th block of that session by bj,i:
• Within Session
– W1: this measure is based on Wan et al. (2014) and aims to quantify the mean
change within session across all training sessions:
W1 =
S∑
i=1
B∑
j=2
(bj,i − b1,i)
S × (B − 1) (3)
– W2: is the slope of the linear regression that describes the evolution of the am-
plitude of a certain frequency band along blocks, averaged across sessions. Con-
sidering y = mix + bi as the trendline for si:
W2 = maverage =
∑S
i=1 mi
S
(4)
in which y corresponds to the amplitude, mi is the slope, x is the block number and
bi is the y-intercept, which will depend mostly on each subject’s characteristics.
• Across Sessions
– A1: the amplitude change of the last two sessions relative to the first two sessions.
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A1 =
(sS−1 + sS)− (s1 + s2)
(s1 + s2)
(5)
– A2: corresponds to the slope of the linear trendline computed for the evolution of
frequency amplitude along sessions, therefore taking into account the variations
that may occur in between. Taking y = mx + b, A2 corresponds to m
A2 = m (6)
with y corresponding to the relative amplitude of a certain frequency range, x
representing the session number and b standing for the y-intercept, which, as in
the previous case, will rely on each subjects’ intrinsic characteristics.
The distinction between learners and non-learners relies only on the training performance
for the target frequency band, in this case the UA band. Similarly to what was mentioned
for the evaluation of training performance, there is also not a consensus regarding how to
distinguish learners from non-learners and distinct methods have been applied (Escolano
et al., 2011; Hsueh et al., 2016; Mayer et al., 2016). In the present work, A2 measure being
positive (positive slope) was chosen as the criteria to classify a participant as learner, as it
reflects the learning trend across time and thus summarizes the performance. Five learners
were identified in the INTENSIVE group (56%) and six in the SPARSE group (67%).
2.7.2 Evaluation of cognitive effects
The results of Digit Span Test and the N-Back test were used to evaluate the effects on
cognition, at the working-memory level. For the Digit Span Test, two indicators were chosen
“Span” and “Score”. Regarding the N-Back Test, the performance was evaluated based on
the “Number of Successes”. The results obtained at ti (initial session), tf (final session)
and tfu (follow-up session) were used to evaluate the effects along time and examine if the
training influenced them.
2.8 Statistical analysis
This experiment was performed with a small sample (total N = 18 participants in the final
sample), and several results are analysed individually for each group (N = 9 for each group).
Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965) was used in order to assess if variables under
examination came from a normally distributed population. Since in several cases normality
was not verified, an option was made to rely only on non-parametric tests.
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To analyse the median of a group or the difference between two time points within one
group, Wilcoxon signed rank test was used (Conover and Iman, 1981). Right-tailed tests
were employed when there was a prior hypothesis of an increase, as was the case for the
UA amplitude within and across sessions as well as (post−pre) baseline measurements. For
validating of the use of the individual upper alpha band, the boundaries IAF and HTF were
not compared with zero, but with standard values 10 and 12 Hz, respectively (Klimesch
et al., 2005).
In order to make comparisons between groups, the Wilcoxon rank sum test was used,
mostly to test if the medians considering all the participants of each group differed signifi-
cantly (Chernick and Friis, 2003). A significance level of 5% was considered.
In the case of topographical analysis regarding the UA amplitude, since multiple com-
parisons were performed as there were 20 electrodes, the false discovery rate (FDR) was
controlled with the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). Con-
sidering m hypotheses H1, H2, ..., Hm to which correspond the p-values P1, P2, ..., Pm, the
p-values are sorted in ascending order P(1) 6 P(2) 6 ... 6 P(m), with P(i) corresponding to
H(i). For a given threshold q, one should find k, the largest i for which:
P(i) 6
i
m
q (7)
and reject all the hypotheses H(i) with i = 1, ..., k. The threshold q was defined as 0.05.
3 Results
3.1 Individual alpha band
Concerning only the initial IAB, at ti, the results indicate that the groups did not differ
significantly regarding LTF (U = 39, p = 0.914) and IAF (U = 30, p = 0.372). However,
the difference for HTF values was considered significant (U = 17.5, p = 0.041), at ti.
In order to assess the effect of training on the intra-variability of the individual alpha
band, it was tested if the median of the change (tf - ti) was different from zero, for each
group individually. There was only evidence of a statistically significant difference between
HTF measured at ti and tf in the SPARSE group (W = 33, p = 0.039). However, it is
possible that this change was not caused by the training intensity modality itself, but rather
by intrinsic small changes along time. These were more likely to appear in this group since
the ti and tf are separated by approximately 2 months. At tf , there were no significant
differences between groups for any of the frequencies.
Although a common fixed reference range for the upper alpha band is from 10 to 12 Hz
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(Klimesch et al., 2005), this experiment used the individual upper alpha band, so that each
subject had a personalized intervention. To examine if the individual range was similar to
the reference one, it was tested if the IAF and HTF of both groups (as a whole) differed
significantly from 10 and 12 Hz, respectively. At ti,IAF was not considered significantly
different from 10 Hz (W = 128, p = 0.064). While for HTF the difference from 12 Hz
was considered significant (W = 140, p = 0.003). Group values at ti were LTF: Mdn =
8.25, IQR = 7.9−8.8, IAF: Mdn = 10.4, IQR = 9.7−11.2 and HTF: Mdn = 12.9, IQR =
12.5− 13.3.
3.2 Training
The analysis of NF training results focuses on the changes that occur both along the time
course of the training experiment and within each session. The evolution of the relative
amplitude of UA was examined to assess trainability while changes regarding other frequency
bands are shown so that independence may be studied, as suggested by Zoefel et al. (2011).
The topographical effects of training were also inspected in order to understand whether
they are restrained to the training location, Fz, or if there was a spread to other areas.
3.2.1 Across sessions
Training location
The evolution of the UA amplitude across sessions for both groups is depicted on Figure 3,
with different scales, as the number of points is much smaller for the INTENSIVE group.
For both groups there are amplitude fluctuations along time for the whole training period,
although the difference between the initial and final values is larger for the SPARSE group.
Accordingly, in Figure 3, the A1 measure shows a higher median for the SPARSE group
and its distribution is shifted upwards when compared to the INTENSIVE group. For the
A2 measure, both medians are close to zero and the distribution is highly concentrated for
the SPARSE group, which indicates that this measure might have been a poor choice to
discriminate between learners and non-learners since the differences are minimal. Overall,
no significant effects across sessions were found for both A1 and A2, either within groups
(Table 2) or between them (Table 3).
Topographic distribution
Concerning the measures of performance across sessions, represented in Figure 4, the topo-
graphical results are according to what was previously noted from Figure 3, as there is an
area of increased A1 around Fz for the SPARSE group. However, there are values of similar
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magnitude for the INTENSIVE group in the right frontotemporal and left temporal areas,
which were not expected due to training. This pattern is also visible for the A2 measure, for
which the values in the case of the SPARSE group are around zero. Nonetheless, the only
significant difference between groups is regarding A2 at electrode F8, in the frontal area.
3.2.2 Within session
Training location
Despite the fact that the within-session performance might change along sessions, we still
analyzed them globally for all sessions due to their similar progressions over blocks. There-
fore, Figure 5 refers to one representative session, in which the points represent the mean
value for a certain block across sessions, considering the median for all subjects. While there
is no visible trend for the SPARSE group, the amplitude tends to increase along blocks for
the INTENSIVE group, although it slightly decreases in the last two blocks.
The distribution of the learning measures may be visualized in Figure 5. Measures
regarding changes within sessions are not significantly different from zero for any of the
frequency bands of the SPARSE group, as presented in Table 4. The medians of both W1 and
W2 for UA were considered significantly larger than zero for the INTENSIVE group, which
may be observed both in this figure and in Table 4. Moreover this group presents significant
differences for both measures when compared with SPARSE group (U = 68, p = 0.014 and
U = 72, p = 0.004, respectively), visible in Table 5. However, for the INTENSIVE group,
W1 and W2 are also significantly different from zero for LA1, IAB and Beta2, and W2 only
for LA2. These changes within the INTENSIVE group are also visible when comparing both
groups, with significant differences regarding LA1, IAB and Beta2. Therefore, although only
the INTENSIVE group reveals changes within session, these are not restricted to the target
band.
Topographic distribution
Comparing the topographic distributions, in Figure 6, it is visible that, for both measures,
the values are higher for the INTENSIVE group, specially in the occipital, temporal and
parietal areas, with significant differences between groups. Although not directly targeted
by the training, an increase of UA amplitude in these areas might be more easily promoted
as the alpha waves occur predominantly in the occipital area. Nevertheless, as expected due
to training, the significant differences between groups occur mainly in the frontal area.
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3.2.3 Learners
When evaluating only the learners, both A1 and A2 for the UA band have much larger
medians than non-learners for both groups, as it was expected considering the rationale used
to make this distinction. UA amplitude showed significantly increased performance across
sessions in both INTENSIVE (A1: W = 15, p = 0.031; A2: W = 15, p = 0.031) and
SPARSE groups (A1: W = 21, p = 0.016; A2: W = 21, p = 0.016). Between groups, A2
regarding UA differs significantly (U = 28, p = 0.017), with the median being larger in the
case of the INTENSIVE group.
Within sessions, only W2 for UA amplitude in the INTENSIVE group is significantly
larger than zero (W = 15). This value is significantly different between groups (U = 30, p =
0.040). Hence, even when considering only the subjects with a positive trend along time, the
effects within sessions are exclusive to the INTENSIVE group and along sessions this group
reveals stronger changes.
3.2.4 Transfer trials
In order to assess if there were a relationship between training performance and the ability
to achieve the goal without feedback, the correlation between the A2 measure of training
performance during neurofeedback training and transfer trials was computed. For each
participant, only the best transfer trial was chosen, which consisted in the one for which
the UA amplitude was the largest. Using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, no significant
correlations were found (INTENSIVE: r = 0.278, p = 0.469, SPARSE: r = −0.103, p =
0.793). No significant differences were found between groups regarding the best trials (U =
49, p = 0.475). Thus, it seems that the participants’ ability to control their activity outside
the training environment was independent of the performance during training.
3.2.5 Follow-up
Three subjects had to be excluded from follow-up, two due to lack of availability and one
due to technical issues during the follow-up session. Thus, the follow-up assessment was
performed only on 15 subjects, 8 of the INTENSIVE group and 7 of the SPARSE group.
Concerning the UA relative amplitude, regarding the NF period, for both groups most of
the participants had lower values during follow-up than during the last session. This is more
pronounced in the INTENSIVE group, for which the median is lower and the dispersion to
lower negative values is larger. However, the differences between the two time points were
not significantly different from zero for any of the groups (INTENSIVE: W = 6, p = 0.109
and SPARSE: W = 19, p = 0.469). The results are also not considered significantly different
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between groups (U = 2, p = 0.054), yet the obtained p-value is close to 0.05, therefore this
outcome should be taken into account.
3.3 Baselines
In the data discussed in the present subsection and shown in Figure 7, the NF amplitudes
were not normalized, to allow a comparison between the values obtained during training and
baselines. While for the INTENSIVE group the median for EO post session was larger than
before the session for 3 of the 4 sessions, there is not a marked tendency for the SPARSE
group. Moreover, there is no clear trend along time either during EO or EC, and for any of
the groups.
The UA amplitude is predominantly larger during NF than during EO baselines, both
pre and post NF. Nonetheless, the values rarely surpass the ones obtained during EC. When
evaluating the differences within session, i.e. post-baseline − pre-baseline, no p-values under
0.05 were obtained for any participants, both for EO and EC in the two groups. Therefore
there is not enough evidence to conclude about significant effects of training on the baselines
within session.
The slope of the trendline across sessions was analysed to determine if there was a positive
evolution and also to check differences between groups. No p-values under 0.05 were obtained
both for EO and EC, either for the within group or the between groups analysis.
The correlation between pre-baseline values of the first session, prior to any neurofeedback
training, and A2 measure was computed to test if this could be used as a predictor of training
performance. No significant correlation was found for EO (r = 0.157, p = 0.534) or EC
(r = 0.105, p = 0.678).
3.4 Cognitive tests
Medians of change (tf − ti) for both groups were not considered significantly different from
each other for any of the cognitive tests. However, within group there were score changes
whose median was considered significantly larger than zero, namely regarding the Digit Span
for both groups and the N-Back with letters only for the SPARSE group.
The correlation between the performance in cognitive tests and training performance was
assessed in order to understand if the results could be seen as NF training effects. Although
the subjects in the SPARSE had more chances to practice, the period between assessments
was also longer, and there was no evidence that this favoured their performance. A significant
correlation was found between the score change in Digit Span Test (Reverse) and A2 for the
INTENSIVE group (r = 0.740, p = 0.023).
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Respecting the follow-up, regardless these effects on the EEG, while for the INTENSIVE
group the median score and span of the Digit Span (Forward) test increased in the follow-up
session, they decreased for the SPARSE group. For the N-Back test, the performance level
either slightly increased or remained the same, and the same happened for the Digit Span
(Backward) test with exception of the Span for the INTENSIVE group, which decreased.
4 Discussion
4.1 Individual alpha band
The individual alpha band was used in this experiment instead of a fixed range of values. This
decision allows for a more personalized approach and thus should provide a more appropriate
training. Yet, it may be also a source of error and variability, as the measurement relied on
a single baseline (four interleaved minutes of EO and EC condition) and the manual marks
were not straightforward for some of the subjects. Along time, there were no significant
changes of the IAF, as in Zoefel et al. (2011) and Escolano et al. (2011). The only case of
intra-variability occurred for the HTF of the SPARSE group. Although this could have been
an effect caused by training, which should be further studied, the difficulties in manually
marking the frequencies might have triggered this variation.
4.2 Trainability
Zoefel et al. (2011) defines trainability as the existence of effects due to training in the
target frequency band, which for them was also the upper alpha band. Considering the
whole training for all participants, there was no evidence of significant changes in the UA
across sessions for any of the groups. Across sessions, none of the training intensity modalities
revealed to be effective in producing a growing increase of the UA amplitude.
However, making the distinction between learners and non-learners, and thus considering
56% and 67% of the participants of the INTENSIVE and SPARSE groups, respectively, the
results point to trainability for both groups. The differences between groups indicate that
the INTENSIVE group achieved a significantly higher increase of UA amplitude than the
SPARSE group. Equivalent results across sessions were also obtained by Zoefel et al. (2011)
and Escolano et al. (2011) for learners (79% and 60%, respectively). Both performed 5
sessions with 5 training blocks of 5 minutes each in five consecutive days. The training
load in each session was equivalent to the one for SPARSE group, but the training was done
intensively which, combined with the results for this study for learners, suggests that sessions
on consecutive days may be more suitable for UA increase.
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Within session, for the INTENSIVE group, W1 and W2 measures were considered sig-
nificantly larger than zero regarding UA, which means that this group accomplished a good
training performance within sessions. The mean for all sessions decreases for the last 2
blocks suggesting that a larger training session would not benefit training. With that being
true, taking out one set of blocks could even be advantageous. Nonetheless, it cannot be
discarded that the participants could always be more distracted in the last blocks, no matter
the total number, as they might be anticipating the end of the session. For the SPARSE
group, however, W1 and W2 were not significantly larger than zero nor there were any vis-
ible changes within session for the UA band. Yet, another study, also performing 5 trials
with 5 minutes each, found a significant positive tendency for UA (using a metric similar to
W2), though only one session was performed (Escolano et al., 2012), for what it cannot be
equitably compared with the present case (15 sessions).
These differences between groups were significant, with the INTENSIVE group obtaining
a better performance within session. The equivalent training time of the one received by
the SPARSE group, for a single session, is 10 blocks. Since the increasing trend for the
INTENSIVE group starts at the first blocks and differences between groups are already
visible if one considers only these 10 blocks, it may be concluded that the disparity is mainly
due to block duration and not to the total number of blocks. Therefore it seems that smaller
blocks, in this case 30 seconds, might be more satisfactory for training when compared to
larger ones, of 60 seconds. Additionally, larger breaks might also be beneficial, alleviating
the burden of a longer session. Nevertheless, in the work of Kober et al. (2017) both stroke
patients and healthy controls were able to regulate upper alpha activity within session, with
each session consisting of 6 feedback runs of 3 minutes. Even when considering only the
learners, within session, there are only significant effects of training for the INTENSIVE
group and these are considered significantly stronger than in the SPARSE group.
4.3 Independence
The ability to alter the UA band independently of other frequency bands was evaluated only
regarding NF training. Considering all subjects, there were no significant changes across
sessions for other frequency bands for any of the groups. Notwithstanding, analyzing across
sessions for learners only, independence was accomplished for the INTENSIVE group, but not
for the SPARSE, though the differences are for LA2 (close to UA) and IAB (which includes
UA). These results are not in line with what was obtained by Zoefel et al. (2011) and Escolano
et al. (2011), for whom independence was accomplished regarding training. However, their
conclusions are based in different computations. Zoefel et al. (2011) compared the active
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pre-baseline of the first session with the last training block (on the 5th session), testing the
differences regarding only lower alpha (defined as IAF - 3 to IAF - 1 Hz) and lower beta
(defined as IAF + 3 to IAF + 5 Hz), for which no significant effects were found. In the
case of Escolano et al. (2011), the comparison was made between the pre-active assessment
block of the first and the last session, and the same bands were tested, with no significant
differences for any of them. Furthermore, they performed less sessions which, combined with
the independence in the case of the INTENSIVE group (also with few sessions), may indicate
a larger difficulty in maintaining specificity along time.
Analyzing the results within session, for the SPARSE group there are no significant effects
on other frequencies, either considering the whole group or only the learners. However,
contrary to what was verified along sessions, for the INTENSIVE group there are significant
changes for LA1, LA2 and IAB and also for Beta2. Hence, it is considered that UA was
not trained independently from other frequency bands within session for this group, though
independence was accomplished when taking into account only the learners. It is possible
that the increased LA1 in the INTENSIVE group is due to the need to maintain attention
for a longer period of time, which could also cause the participants to remain stiller along
the session and have lower Beta2 (as this band is more prone to muscle artifacts).
4.4 Baselines
Contrarily to what was obtained by Escolano et al. (2011) with passive baselines, for the
upper alpha band, the effects of training did not show up on the baselines along time, neither
for EO nor for EC. Nonetheless, they considered only the learners and compared the pre-
block of the first and last sessions while this study analyzed the slope along time. In the
work performed by Dekker et al. (2014), 15 sessions with 3 blocks of 8 min were performed
on consecutive working days with the aim of increasing the power of the alpha band. The
upper alpha power during a passive baseline showed a significant increase between session 1
and 10, but decreased afterwards, which was not observed in this study.
Considering active baselines, both trainability and independence were observed by Es-
colano et al. (2011) and by Zoefel et al. (2011) (where only active baselines were recorded).
Likewise, Escolano et al. (2012) found significant differences between the NF and the control
group concerning active screenings performed before and after a single session. Yet, no sig-
nificant effects were found within group when comparing the pre-baseline of the training day
and the assessment made on the day after. Navarro Gil et al. (2018) also found significant
UA power enhancement during task-related activity comparing the initial and final EEG
screenings after 6 sessions (5 trials with 4 minutes each), with 2 sessions per week. Despite
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this, no effects were observed regarding the EC resting state.
Regarding clinical applications, Escolano et al. (2014) performed 18 sessions over a month,
each with 5 trials of 4 minutes, targeting attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, and the
observed effects were exclusively for task-related activity baseline (EO), they did not show
upon resting state (EC). Lavy et al. (2018) completed 10 sessions of 30 minutes (10 trials
of 3 minutes each) on mild cognitive impaired subjects in order to increase the individual
upper alpha. Although there were changes in the peak alpha frequency and memory scores,
there was not a significant change of UA power following training.
These results suggest that, regardless of the intensitiy modality, training effects may
not appear on resting state baselines. In this case, only a passive baseline was recorded and
perhaps the introduction of an active baseline would allow for a better evaluation of the effect
of the need to pay attention to a task, which comes alongside with NF training. However,
since the active tasks visually resemble the NF training (Zoefel et al., 2011; Escolano et al.,
2011, 2012, 2014; Navarro Gil et al., 2018) it cannot be discarded that, after the participant
has experienced training, visualizing feedback elements may trigger changes in activity even
if the training is not being applied, and it is considered that this issue should be further
investigated.
No predictive value was obtained from the EO and EC regarding the performance during
training for UA enhancement, contrarily to what was expected following the work of Wan
et al. (2014). They discovered a significant correlation between resting alpha amplitude and
learning indices (greatest correlation with the slope of the logarithmic regression along time
of the alpha amplitude during sessions). Notwithstanding, the current work used a linear
regression instead of logarithmic and was specific to a sub-range of the alpha band. Besides,
the fact that the training schedule is also different may as well contribute to this discrepancy.
4.5 Follow-up
Despite the fact that the results across sessions (for learners only) and within sessions indicate
that the intensive training may be more effective, the follow-up outcomes suggest that the
learned control may fade more easily. In fact, the (negative) difference between the follow-up
and last session is larger for the INTENSIVE group. Since the training is carried out during
4 days only, while for the SPARSE group it lasts for almost 2 months, it is possible the lack
of repetition causes the participants to be more prone to forget how to train. For this reason,
occasional “boosting” sessions might be useful to maintain the performance level (Angelakis
et al., 2007). It also has to be taken into consideration that the follow-up session did not
have the same duration as the regular session, and was in fact much shorter. For that reason,
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it might not mirror the training and, in this case, since INTENSIVE’s trials were shorter it
might not have been enough time for the effects to show.
4.6 Cognitive tests
No significant differences were found between groups either for the Digit Span or the N-
Back test. However, there were significant effects within each group. Therefore, NF training
may have caused improvements but training intensity probably did not influence the results
directly. This suggests that the differences regarding NF training were not sufficient to
translate into performance. Furthermore, the subjects were young and with high level of
education, so there might not be enough space to much greater improvements in one of the
groups.
4.7 Remarks and limitations
As training intensity encompasses numerous parameters, such as trial duration, trial number
and frequency of the sessions, more groups or distinct experiments would be needed in order
to test the influence of each of them on training performance. In this work, an effort was made
to choose two contrasting protocols and, at the same time, design them in a way that would
be suitable for the participants. However, this causes a problem when trying to isolate the
effects of a single parameter and understand, for example, whether the INTENSIVE group
achieved a better performance within session due to shorter trials or to the larger number of
trials. Furthermore, ideally both groups would be subjected to the same total NF training
time, but again by virtue of design constraints it was not feasible, as it would either require
an overwhelming load for the INTENSIVE group or too few sessions for the SPARSE.
The follow-up was designed as a summary of the training, containing a single training
block and one transfer trial, besides the cognitive tests and health questionnaire. This
choice was made in order to lighten the session so that more volunteers would be willing
to participate in the follow-up. However, it impaired a direct comparison with the previous
sessions.
The use of the baselines of each session to compute the normalization may introduce bias
in the analysis of NF results if there is a significant effect in baselines along time. Although
that was not the case in the present experiment, alternative ways should be explored.
Furthermore, the fact that A2 values are highly concentrated for the whole SPARSE
group, and also the contrast when comparing learners and non-learners across or within
sessions, point to the conclusion that this might not be the most suitable way of measuring
performance. Otherwise, the performance could be assessed by comparing the first trials of
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the first session with the last trials of the last session, which considers both the evolution
along time and along session.
Though the choice of the training location was related with working memory, it is also
suggested that in future studies the training location is changed to more posterior areas.
The amplitude of training frequencies in the alpha range may be particularly difficult to
increase frontally since naturally they are decreased relative to posterior areas. Actually,
UA enhancement has been tested by addressing P3, Pz, P4, O1 and O2 (Escolano et al.,
2011; Zoefel et al., 2011; Escolano et al., 2012; Navarro Gil et al., 2018).
Moreover, this experiment was performed with healthy subjects, and a specific band
and training location were used. Choosing a clinical target or different protocols may cause
significant changes regarding the suitability of a certain intensity modality. Additionally, a
control group, as well as a larger sample size are recommended to mitigate the impact of
inter-individual variations and allow for strongly supported conclusions.
5 Conclusions
In the present study, an experiment of NF training for the increase of the activity in the
UA band was performed, using two different training intensity modalities. Although further
investigation is needed to establish if one modality outperforms the other, the results suggest
that better outcomes might be obtained if each session consists in many short trials (in this
case 30 seconds) and is performed on consecutive days. Notwithstanding, if this design is
adopted, it must be further examined if it allows the effects to persist. Furthermore, this
study targeted healthy subjects and the conclusions may not apply in the case of clinical
applications. It is considered that the present work introduces new findings in the field, as
to the best of the authors knowledge there are no other studies in which two groups with
different training intensity modalities were compared or intensity parameters were exhaus-
tively studied. In the future, we encourage the use of carefully detailed reports of training
parameters, as this is a crucial step towards thoroughly studying this topic.
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Table 1: Frequency ranges definitions
Frequency Bands Frequency Range
Individual Theta Band (ITB) 4 Hz to LTF
Individual Lower Alpha
Band 1 (LA1)
LTF to LTF + (IAF - LTF)/2
Individual Lower Alpha
Band 2 (LA2)
LTF + (IAF - LTF)/2 to IAF
Individual Upper Alpha
Band (UA)
IAF to HTF
Individual Alpha Band (IAB) LTF to HTF
Sensorimotor Rhythm (SMR) 12 Hz to 15 Hz
Beta Band (Beta) 16 Hz to 20 Hz
Beta Band 2 (Beta2) 20 to 28 Hz
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Table 2: Within group analysis across sessions: medians (Mdn), W statistic (W) and p-
values (p) resulting from Wilcoxon signed rank test (right-tailed for UA band and two-tailed
for the other frequency bands); medians with absolute value below 0.001 are shown as zero
Frequency
bands
INTENSIVE SPARSE
A1 A2 A1 A2
Mdn W p Mdn W p Mdn W p Mdn W p
ITB 0.028 29 0.496 0 21 0.910 0.028 31 0.359 0.002 23 1.000
LA1 -0.038 18 0.652 -0.019 19 0.734 0.124 37 0.098 0.004 34 0.203
LA2 0.034 25 0.820 0.014 25 0.820 0.084 33 0.250 0.002 34 0.203
UA 0.011 24 0.455 0.003 27 0.326 0.059 33 0.125 0.001 26 0.367
IAB 0.016 22 1.000 0.005 25 0.820 0.075 37 0.098 0.002 34 0.203
SMR 0.009 34 0.203 0.010 36 0.129 -0.042 10 0.164 -0.002 13 0.301
Beta -0.028 18 0.652 -0.014 18 0.652 -0.043 16 0.496 0 21 0.910
Beta2 -0.002 18 0.652 -0.006 20 0.820 -0.053 11 0.203 -0.001 13 0.301
Table 3: Between groups analysis across sessions concerning the learning measures for differ-
ent frequencies at the training location Fz: U statistic (U) and p-values (p) resulting from
Wilcoxon rank sum Test
Frequency
bands
A1 A2
U p U p
ITB 36 0.730 42 0.931
LA1 21 0.094 27 0.258
LA2 29 0.340 45 0.730
UA 33 0.546 46 0.667
IAB 23 0.136 41 1.000
SMR 63 0.050 63 0.050
Beta 41 1.000 36 0.730
Beta2 46 0.667 42 0.931
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Table 4: Within group analysis within session: median (Mdn), W statistic (W) and p-values
(p) resulting from Wilcoxon signed rank test (right-tailed for UA band and two-tailed for
the other frequency bands); medians with absolute value below 0.001 are shown as zero
Frequency
Bands
INTENSIVE SPARSE
W1 W2 W1 W2
Mdn W p Mdn W p Mdn W p Mdn W p
ITB 0.003 22 1.000 0 19 0.734 -0.001 24 0.910 0 22 1.000
LA1 0.113 40 0.039 0.007 44 0.008 -0.002 20 0.820 0.005 28 0.570
LA2 0.058 39 0.055 0.009 44 0.008 -0.001 20 0.820 0.004 24 0.910
UA 0.036 40 0.020 0.006 43 0.006 0.003 17 0.752 -0.002 14 0.850
IAB 0.067 45 0.004 0.008 45 0.004 0 21 0.910 0.002 24 0.910
SMR -0.005 21 0.910 0 12 0.250 -0.001 20 0.820 -0.001 22 1.000
Beta 0.018 25 0.820 0 15 0.426 0.009 36 0.129 0.003 38 0.074
Beta2 -0.042 4 0.027 -0.005 0 0.004 -0.004 14 0.359 -0.001 16 0.496
Table 5: Between groups analysis within session concerning the learning measures for differ-
ent frequencies at the training location Fz: U statistic (U) and p-values (p) resulting from
Wilcoxon rank sum test
Frequency
bands
W1 W2
U p U p
ITB 37 0.796 38 0.863
LA1 65 0.032 45 0.730
LA2 63 0.050 55 0.222
UA 68 0.014 72 0.004
IAB 78 <0.001 74 0.002
SMR 40 1.000 39 0.931
Beta 40 1.000 18 0.050
Beta2 17 0.040 24 0.162
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Figure 1: Top: Training diagram for the INTENSIVE group; Bottom: Training diagram for
the SPARSE group
Figure 2: Top: Session diagram for the INTENSIVE group; Bottom: Session diagram for
the SPARSE group
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Figure 3: Left: Evolution across sessions for the INTENSIVE (blue) and SPARSE (red)
groups during neurofeedback at Fz; median values of UA amplitude; error bars show me-
dian absolute deviation. Right: Boxplot with distribution of A1 and A2 measures for the
INTENSIVE (blue) and SPARSE (red) groups; the + represents outliers
Figure 4: Topographic distribution of median measures across sessions for the UA band
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Figure 5: Left: Evolution within session for the INTENSIVE (blue) and SPARSE (red)
groups during neurofeedback at Fz; mean of UA amplitude in all corresponding blocks
considering the median of the participants; errors bars show standard deviation. Right:
Boxplot with distribution of W1 and W2 measures for the INTENSIVE (blue) and SPARSE
(red) groups; the + represents outliers; the * represents p-values below 0.05 and the **
represents p-values below 0.01
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Figure 6: Topographic distribution of median measures within session for the UA band
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Figure 7: Comparison of relative amplitudes during pre-NF baseline, post-NF baseline, with
EO and EC, and NF (using UA relative amplitudes that are not normalized with the baseline)
for INTENSIVE (top) and SPARSE (bottom) groups; error bars show the median absolute
deviation
Figure 8: Boxplot with distribution of tfu − tf UA amplitudes for the INTENSIVE (blue)
and SPARSE (red) groups; the + represents outliers
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